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From the TTO Coordinator’s Desk
Dear TTO Students and Parents,

It seems truly impossible to me that the year has very nearly come to an end. Yet, here I
am, writing a message to all of you for the Summer 2022 Edition of the Magazine of TTO.
It is an immense privilege to be surrounded by so many talented colleagues and
students and this MOTTO once again reflects this. Just the front cover, with a beautiful
jungle painting made by Jia Minnaar from 1B, shows already that our students have so
much to offer to us teachers.

It’s not only our students who display their talents on a regular basis, however. So many
of the TTO teachers work very hard to make sure that our TTO students are successful
and – at the end of this school year – we sadly have to say goodbye to one of our
greatest and most dependable TTO teachers: Mrs O’Herne.
For many years, Mrs O’Herne was a TTO Biology teacher at the Rijnlands Lyceum
Wassenaar. As you will see in this MOTTO, she never failed to come up with creative
activities in which the content of her subject was combined with language-rich
assignments that helped the students build on their English. I know that all TTO
students – past and present – will agree with me when I write the below:
Dear Mrs O’Herne, we can’t thank you enough for all
your hard work in the past years and we will miss you dearly!

Mrs O’Herne will leave some big shoes to fill, but – luckily – we can still enjoy some of
her work with the students in this edition of the MOTTO, alongside many other
assignments our students so creatively completed.

The past term was also one in which many different TTO activities took place: the New
Zealand Day for Year 1 TTO and MYP 2, the Leiden Week for Year 1 TTO, Phileas Fogg’s
Romeo and Juliet Evening Show for Year 4 TTO, trips for Year 2 and Year 3 TTO to
Maastricht and Domburg, IB exams for the 6 IB English A students and Junior TTO
Exams for all Year 3 TTO students. We can conclude that we have definitely kept busy
and the students will probably agree when I say that I think they have all deserved a bit
of a holiday.
I hope you enjoy browsing this edition of the MOTTO, which was so meticulously put
together by Ms Royle. Once again, thank you for all your hard work in preserving our
students’ work for prosperity.

Have a great summer, everyone, and I look forward to seeing you again in August 2022!
Warmest Wishes,
Miss Haasnoot

LEIDEN WEEK 1 TTO & MYP 2
The week before the spring holiday, 1TTO & MYP2 spent three fun-packed
days exploring the science and culture of Leiden’s past and present.
Pupils participated in workshops and visited a variety of museums and enjoyed
sunny lunch breaks by the canal.

…… and back to school in the coach ……

THEME DAY: 1 TTO & MYP 2
Once a year our 1 TTO & MYP 2 students get together to celebrate a specific
culture.
This year, on Wednesday 1st June, they enjoyed a New Zealand Day.
In six different subjects: Humanities, English, Music & Theatre, Art & Design,
Physical Education and Biology/Science, the students worked together in mixed
groups on wonderful activities designed by the teachers.

2 TTO TRIP TO MAASTRICHT
Due to the ongoing
complications involved in
travelling, the 2TTO trip to
Oxford had to be put off.
However, that did not stop 2TTO
and their teachers having a
wonderful TTO Trip to the
beautiful city of Maastricht and
its surroundings.

3 TTO TRIP TO DOMBURG
Because our current 3TTO could not go on a trip at all last school year, they instead were
able to catch up this May and go to sunny Domburg.
Staying in a beautiful old castle just added to the
atmosphere.
On the Monday 16th on our
way to Domburg we called
in at Yerseke and had a
guided tour related to the
oyster industry, for which it
is famed.

After an activity in Domburg, it was Fish & Chips followed by bowling.

It was a activity
packed few days,
which made the
most of the nearby
beach. The whole
of Tuesday was
sporty, with the
Highland Games at
the beach.

Lots of team spirit, competitiveness and fun. The winning team was …. under the managerial
expertise of Alex Rots …. Jilles Hooft, Elliot The, Niels Kooyman, Mitchell Baats, Gunnar
Scholte and Alexander Steegman.

After a picnic on the beach we set off back to the castle where we spent the afternoon
having a cricket workshop, followed by some relaxation.

The evening was
spent yet again at
the beach, just
relaxing and
taking artistic
photos.

On the morning we left, we visited
the museum next door called Terra
Maris which
included a
bit of hands
on work at
the ponds.

Before
heading
back to
Wassenaar
we stopped
off at
Middelburg
for a little
bit of GlowGolf and
Escape
Room!

EXHAUSTED…. some
caught up on sleep before
arriving back in
Wassenaar …….

⭐ Year 1 – English TTO: From Hogwarts, With Love ⭐
In Year 1 TTO, the final term of the school year was spent reading Harry Potter and the
Philosopher’s Stone by J.K. Rowling.
To conclude the unit, the Year 1 TTO students wrote letters to their parents, pretending to
be students at Hogwarts School for Witchcraft and Wizardry. This resulted in some fabulous
and original work, delivered by owl to the Year 1 TTO teachers.
Hogwarts Letter by Valerie van Acker, 1A
Dear Mom and Dad,
I miss you guys so much, but here at Hogwarts it’s so amazing! When I first arrived here,
I immediately felt super comfortable. Some friends of mine are also here, but I’ll inform
you about that later. Although, it is a little weird, Hogwarts is great and very different
from what life is like at home.
The way to Hogwarts was already very special. Unfortunately, you both were at work, so
you couldn’t go with me to the train station. However, I needed to go to Platform 9 ¾.
This was very confusing, because there’s obviously not a platform with such a number.
But then, I saw a girl standing between the platforms 9 and 10. Her name is Felice and
she is now a good friend of mine. Something really weird happened at that moment, she
ran through a wall! Yes, I can hear you thinking: ‘Running through a wall? That’s not
even possible.’ Well, it is and I know because I tried it as well. I was terrified, because
how embarrassing would it be if I just ran to the wall and I didn’t go through it? The only
thing I could think about was: ‘Just do, it will probably be worth it.’ Well, one thing I can
tell you already: yes, it was worth it! I ran through the wall. It worked!
After waiting for hours my train arrived and I saw this girl running up to me. It was
Felice! On the train, Felice and I talked a lot. We both did not know what was going to
happen. She also has a little kitten. The trip to Hogwarts was very fast and I even forgot
about the time while I was talking to Felice.
At Hogwarts we all sat in a big atrium and there I saw some other people: Kiki, Feline,
Eliane, Juliette and Valerie. These girls are all my best friends and I knew them before I
started at Hogwarts. Then a mysterious hat was carried into the room. This was the
Sorting Hat, and he would divide us into four groups called the Hogwarts Houses:
Gryffindor, Hufflepuff, Ravenclaw and Slytherin. Felice and I were sorted into
Ravenclaw. Unfortunately, my other best friends were put into Hufflepuff and our other
friend, Kiki, was sorted into Gryffindor. When we got to our dorms, there were two
other girls there as well: Rosalie and Laurence. I immediately knew that they were very
nice and absolutely lovely.
The next day our first classes began. The subject that I liked most was Charms. You
learn about spells in this lesson. What I liked most about this subject was the teacher:
Professor Bunnynuts. She is such a lovely teacher, when you need help, she is always

there for you, she teaches amazingly, and we immediately got along well. I already
heard some nice stories about her from my sister Florentine too.
My least favorite teacher is Professor Snape. He is not very nice to kids, except for the
kids from his own house Slytherin. I also don’t like that he always blames me for
everything. However, sometimes he does like me, so that is nice.
Something really bad happened as well. Felice and I sneaked out of our rooms in the
middle of the night one day. Well, of course, that was a bad and dangerous idea, but
Felice and I were very bored. We sneaked into the forest, which was near the school,
but then we heard something weird: a boy screaming! After the scream I heard thunder,
and then it became quiet. It seemed like the screaming was very far away. Felice wanted
to turn back to school, where we were safe, but I wanted to continue and find out what
it was. We walked further into the woods, and then we saw something really, really bad.
We saw a monster that was like 15 feet tall. Felice tried to run away but I quietly told her
we needed to hide, and I would provide help.
We slowly walked into the bushes, but then I made eye contact with the monster. It
was terrifying! With his enormous claw he picked up Felice and held her in front of his
enormous beak. I knew that I needed to do something. I quietly walked up behind him
and started screaming: 'Hey, ugly monster! Catch me if you can!' I jumped on his tail,
and he swung me around. I almost fell, but thankfully I held on tight.
I tried to climb up to his head, but halfway I looked up to the sky and I saw Snape on his
broomstick, controlling the monster. I knew I needed to do a spell against Snape, but I
had never done a spell on him before. I tried to remember a spell, but I couldn’t think of
one. In the meantime, Felice was almost getting choked by the claws of the monster,
but I heard her say softly: 'Petrificus.'
At first, I didn’t understand what she was trying to say, but then I remembered: it is a
spell! I held my wand tightly and screamed: 'Hey Snape, Petrificus Totalus.' Snape fell
from his broomstick and the monster stopped moving. Felice slipped out of his claw,
and we were safe.
I ran to Felice and asked her if she was okay. She hugged me and said that I saved her
life. We immediately ran back to Hogwarts without anyone seeing us.
When we got back in our room, we fell asleep and the next day we pretended like
nothing happened, but when me and Felice looked at each other, we smiled, because we
did it: we won against Professor Snape!
Right now, when I am writing this letter, everything is fine, I am enjoying my time here! I
miss you guys very much, and I love you.
From Hogwarts, With Love,
Valerie

A Series of Hogwarts Letters by Mathias Elzinga, 1A
Dear Ma,
Sorry I didn’t write. There’s just so much to take in. I made it to Slytherin, but I
think you already knew that. I wanted to let you know that we are having the
Tri-Wizard tournament at our school this year. I know it was banned for several
centuries because the death toll was too high. This year though the ministry has
ensured our safety. Only students over the age of 17 can enter in the
competition. Two other schools are coming they are Durmstrang and
Beauxbatons. One of my Friends is very excited for the cup. His name is Florius.
He is Hufflepuff and half-blood. His favorite subject is charms, and he is good at
it too. I have also made a friend in Slytherin, his name is Julius. He tends to
gossip about teachers and students. He also cannot keep his mouth shut about
this muggle game: Football. I still think that quidditch is just so much better, can
you imagine a game with only one ball?
Talking about flying, Madam hooch is my least favorite teacher I just do not like
her and she hasn´t said a kind word to me since the beginning of the school year
a few weeks ago. My favorite subject on the other hand would be defense against
the dark arts. Mad-Eye Moody just teaches the subject well, he teaches us stuff
that we might need. Mad-Eye is not my favorite teacher though, that spot guess
for my head of house, of course he favours us. Every head of house does and of
course you know Professor Snape. You two went to Hogwarts together. I don´t
really like potions though. I find it quite boring. I hope you and Pa have a good
time.
Good Luck!
Sincerely,
Your son, Mathias Elzini
⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐
Dear Ma,
Sorry for not writing for a long time. The Tri-Wizard tournament is really
getting exciting. I think you already know of the incident with fourth champion.
But it was very weird to see the fire turning red for a fourth time. I know there
has to be a rivalry between Slytherin and Gryffindor, but I hope Harry Potter
wins. I have a bet with Florius, I get five galleons of Harry wins and gets five
galleons if Cedric wins.
So far, I found the first task the most jaw dropping. I found Harry absolutely
splendid. He used a broom to get the golden egg. That flying was absolutely

incredible. The second task wasn’t very exciting though. The champions had to
dive into the lake and rescue a person that was at the bottom of the lake. We just
had to wait in suspense. It started to get exciting when Cedric came up first. We
wanted to see who was second. Harry and Cedric are tied for first place now.
The third task is a maze, and I am really wondering who is going to be the one
walking out of the maze with that cup in their hands.
Homework is getting more and more the last couple of days. Lessons are
becoming harder. You can clearly see that the exams are coming. I am quite
nervous for the exams.
Say hello to Pa for me,
Sincerely!
Your son Mathias Elzini
⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐
Dear Ma,
I know you heard about the portkey hidden in the cup, but I want to tell you
about it. We were sitting in the quidditch stands in the beginning of the match
and we didn’t really see anything. I saw a giant spider flying ino the air once, but
that’s it. We had been waiting for someone to return for quite some time, so
people started getting excited. Someone had to come out of that maze sometime
soon. But we were disappointed. We waited for almost another ten minutes
before there was a slight pop and harry Potter stood in front of us. You can’t
imagine the amount of noise people were making. From cheers to boos I think
people could hear the fuss all the way in Hogsmeade. But the cheering and the
booing died down quickly when people they noticed Harry was not alone.
Beside him lay Cedric Diggory stiff as a board. “He’s dead”, Harry cried. The
judges were absolutely dumbfounded. Dumbledore stood up and asked Harry
what happened. Harry said that You Know Who is back and that he killed Cedric.
Dumbledore of course sent the rest of the school of and let Cedric’s father
mourn his son´s death. It came as a great shock to all of us. I don’t think the triwizard tournament will be held any time soon. Do you believe the rumours going
on about You Know Who being back?
See you soon.
Sincerely,
Your son Mathias Elzini
P.S. I have got a good feeling about the exams. We just have to wait for the
results.

BIOLOGY 1 TTO

Veggies 1 TTO
B1B had a challenging assignment as their last lesson, testing their knowledge of
plants.
To start with, the students had to put the right name to 8 vegetables displayed on
tables and to use all their detective skills to connect these vegetables to their
botanical drawings, on the way determining which part of these plants is the bit we
eat.

Name of

Number Edible part

Picture of

vegetable

plant

plant

carrot
asparagus
ginger
Etc..

of plant

The class did extremely well!

Next, they had to identify several plants on the courtyard, and make a selfie
presenting themselves as a veggie.
Tree identified as an oak>

The broccoli selfie!

Two groups eventually ended up ex aequo, and luck (guessing the right number)
decided which group won the last brownies of this year!

HISTORY 1 TTO
In History pupils made information leaflets about the Museum Boerhave in Leiden. They
visited this museum during their Leiden Week.
The leaflets wrote about and illustrated
important inventions by Dutch scientists.

Below: a very attractive leaflet by Jia Minnaar
and Famke Visser. 1B

Above: front and
back covers.
Left: inside.
This attractive
leaflet is by
Laurence Verweij,
Valerie van Acker
and Felice van
Beers. 1A

Left: front and back covers. Below:
inside of leaflet. By Annelouke
Bouma and Zoë van Spaendonck.
1B.

Left: inside of the
leaflet by Eline
Groenhagen and
Shai Geva. B1C.

ART 1 TTO
The big painting project of the first year is the Jungle painting! Pupils throw in all the skills
they have learned this year with using paint, form studies and composition.
These are some gorgeous and colourful paintings to make us feel summery!

Valerie
van
Acker
1A

Jia Minnaar 1B, also found on the front cover.

Above: Juliette Atighi 1A.

Below: Lina El Mourabit 1

Art pupils have also included perspective
drawing into this project in which they create an
imaginary archway.
These very experimental examples show off
how pupils use skills within a creative theme.

Top Left: Daria Csontos 1A
Top right: Roos Slats 1B
Left: Louise Talmard 1B

ART 2 TTO
Greek mythology was the theme for an Art project using monotones to express a moment in
a chosen myth.
Guess the myths you see expressed here!

Andrik van der Made 2B

Zoia
Frigerio 2B

Emilie Steenbakker 2B

Whilst in Maastricht on their school trip, pupils
made sketches and took photos of the oldest
still-standing portal in the Netherlands; Hell’s
Gate.
In Art pupils painted this gate and used
perspective to show on one side of the gate
modern times and on the other side Medieval
times, when the gate was constructed.

Above left: Dorsa Farsi 2C
Above right: Roosmarijn Gelderblom 2C
Below left: Julia ten Cate 2C

Class 2C participated in a cross curricular project involving Art and German. The theme was
the Berlin Wall. In German they learnt about the history behind the construction of the Wall
and its consequent fall.
Of course in Art they looked more closely at the artworks, graffiti and symbolism which
inevitably found its way onto the Wall.
2C had a great attitude to this project, making their own artworks on miniature replica
pieces of the Berlin Wall. To conclude the project they decided which artwork went next to
each other to create their own section of the Wall. They then gave a short explanation of
their artwork and its meaning.
Thanks to Ms Maier for organising this project and working closely with the Berlin-based
organisation ‘Art Against Walls’ who provided the replica wall pieces and who coordinate
this educative programme in many European nations.
We hope that more classes can participate next year in this educative project.
The results, showing the East
and West side.

Work in progress

HISTORY 3 TTO
Politics. Protest. Peace.
Posters made by year 3TTO express these intertwining themes against the backdrop of the
Vietnam war.

Above and next page (back of poster):
Elena Poort, Gabrielle Janssen and Jasmijn Bierens. A3B

Huib Meijer Wiersma and Derk Heijster. A3B.
The front of their poster captures the US military
presence flying above the palm trees of
Vietnam, against a glowing sun of peace.

ART 3 TTO
Combining realism with abstract and decorative elements were the artistic skills involved in
the examples you see below. The theme was to paint a person that pupils admired.

Above: Livia Munk G3A. Below: Duarte Batenburg G3A

Magali van
Vollenhoven A3B

Left: Bente Nowee G3A.
Above right: Floor Kees A3B

Nicole Krabben A3B

Below, top left to right: Lucas Ruinen, Joris van Hilten, Mathijs Oskam and bottom left to
right: Jilles Hooft, Luuk Groot and Elliot The.

A3B and G3A closed the year by designing posters promoting the themes from the book
Earthshot. These examples show a good eye for lay-out, design and communication of the
environmental slogans.
Quiten
Boot &
Marcel
Sutedja
G3A

Ishani Awasthi & Livia Munk G3A

Carmen Urlings & Florentine van Acker G3A

BIOLOGY 3 TTO

Ecology in G3A
G3A tried their hand at miming a few concepts in ecology. We worked outside,
as our lovely classroom B216 was very warm on this last Friday of school
before the test week.
Students had to express the meaning of:
A limiting factor: this is anything that constrains a population's size and slows
or stops it from growing.
Predator-prey relationship: Interaction between two organisms of unlike
species in which one of them acts as predator that captures and feeds on the
other organism that serves as the prey

Water as a limiting factor

Predator prey:
a herbivore is about to be pounced on by a
carnivore (too bad the video doesn’t fit in
MOTTO).

As an extra, they put in evolution:

A3A said “goodbye” to their Biology teacher:

JUNIOR TTO EXAMS
On Tuesday 7 June 2022, all Year 3 TTO students sat two parts of their Junior TTO Exams in
the Old Gym: Reading & Use of English and Listening. Before the May holiday, the students
already completed the written component, which consisted of an essay on a character from
a Shakespeare play studied in class: Hamlet, Romeo and Juliet or Julius Caesar. And, finally,
in the Test Week, the students sat their last exam: a Speaking exam.
We are very proud of all the Year 3 TTO students for all their hard work not just in the
previous year, but in Year 1 and 2 TTO as well. We know it hasn’t been a straightforward
journey for all of you, going from lockdown to lockdown. Here is to hoping your Senior TTO
adventure – which we are so happy so many of you are embarking on – will be smooth
sailing compared to your years in Junior TTO!

CKV 4V TTO
After a year of creativity (filmmaking and photography) as well as tests(!), 4V CKV pupils
have just finished their final research work. They had to chose a theme, two cultural
practitioners whose work relates in some way to that theme and then refer to certain
dimensions i.e. entertainment and social engagement or innovation and tradition to name
just a few. Not much then!
There were some unique and personal pieces handed in. Special mention and credit to a few
pupils for their from-the-heart responses: Teddy van Pelt & Louise van Ede whose works had
passion, Kiki Tutein Nolthenius who composed and performed her own song, such was she
influenced by her research, and Alexander Wang whose whole research was filmed.
Below you can see a series of screenshots from documents that were handed in. Also a few
images of the artistic component they had to make relating to their written work.
Enjoy!

Alec Kerckhoffs’ research into the
artistic responses to climate change, led
him to construct a sculpture and set fire
to it.

Floris Emde wrote a great piece on:

His personal artistic response to his research was this
magazine cover >>>

Teddy van Pelt impressed with her
personal immersion into her topic and
her film response to it.

Left: Michael van der Heijden explains
his visual response to his research into
digital art which also interviewed a
local young digital artist.
Below right: the topic handed in by
Timo Egmond

KCV 4V TTO
The last couple of months, students of 4 KCV worked on their Odyssey-project. At first,
everyone read a part of the Odyssey and answered questions about it. Next, their
assignment was to find artworks from different time periods that represent a scene or a
theme from their part of the Odyssey. For the last part of this project the students had to
make their own art about their part of the Odyssey. This last part resulted in brilliant work!
The students were free to choose any artform they liked, so a lot of different work was
made, varying from a rap, poems, drawings, a digital poster, a game, a figurine of clay, a
movie poster, a videoclip, a 3D turning structure showing Odysseus' adventures and even an
actual escape room!
Here are some of the works handed in, and some pictures of the class working on the
escape room games. It was a lot of fun; thank you KCV pupils!! – Ms van Rijn.
Odysseus Drowning in his Feelings of Grief – Lidwine Hofstra

Penelope Mourning
– Olivier Verweij

Edlan Boender
Senryuu
Shipwrecked Ulysses
Feasting with Alcinous
He wished to go back
Quatrain
Weary from his long travels
On the horizon, Ithaca unravels
But long since, he had been counting sheep
So noble Odysseus was fast asleep
Shakespearean Sonnet (capitalised is stressed, uncapitalised is unstressed)
in MIS-ty COVES, our HE-ro RESTS his EYES
with TREA-sures HI-dden NEXT to HIM, he WAKES
dis-GUISED, the WISE de-I-ty MAKES him RISE
con-FUSED, he ASKED to WHERE be-LONGED these LAKES.
then THE o-LYM-pi-AN re-VEALED her SPELL
she TOLD to HIM he WAS in I-tha-CA
for NOW, he HAD fi-NA-lly ES-caped HELL
though STILL, a WAR-ning FROM wise A-the-NA:
"for YEARS, the SUI-tors PLAGUED pe-NE-lo-PE
a NE-ver-END-ing HUNT for THE king's THRONE
for YOUR re-VENGE te-LE-ma-CHUS is KEY
go TO the PAl-ace LET your STRENGTH be KNOWN,
de-VISE a PLAN with YOUR ar-RI-ving SON
with HIM you TWO shall BE wea-KER than NONE!"
Limerick
There once was a man named Ulysses,
Who had had his fair share of seas,
But having returned,
For his wife, he yearned,
But the suitors remained a disease

Pastoral Poem
Rolling hills of green, as far as the eye can see
There was a loyal swineherd, who longed to be free.
One day came by a lonely beggar,

As was tradition, they feasted together.
But poor Eumaeus was pushed around by the suitors
living in the palace, who he considered intruders.
He longed for his old master, Odysseus.
The beggar being his ruler, he was oblivious.
Until, one day he heard of Telemachus' return,
For his homecoming, the swineherd did also yearn.

Elegiac Couplet
SON of NO-ble O-dy-SSE-us GOES to I-tha-CA.
AF-ter TEN long YEARS, FI-na-LLY they MEET.

And, here … working on the escape
rooms ...

Phileas Fogg – Year 4 TTO
In the week before the May holiday, all Year 4 TTO students acted their hearts out in the
Romeo and Juliet Evening Show by the Phileas Fogg Theatre Company. Two actors from The
United Kingdom guided the students through William Shakespeare’s most well-known
tragedy in a humorous and original manner.
Students took on the part of the warring Capulets and Montagues, portrayed characters
such as Tybalt, Friar Lawrence, Juliet’s mother and many others. In doing so, they surprised
and entertained their audience of teachers and parents.
We hope the students had as much fun as we did watching them perform! It was a delight
and the actors from the Phileas Fogg Theatre Company were truly impressed by our
students’ talents.

6 IB
Our May 2022 IB cohort successfully completed their Individual Orals in February, right
before the Crocus Vacation. This “IO” is an assessment for the IB students who are partaking
in the IB English A: Language and Literature certificate course and requires the pupils to
engage in a 15-minute, orally-delivered critical examination of two different works
connected by a Global Issue. The extracts are drawn from a work that has been studied in IB
(for example, selected poetry by award-winning poet Carol Ann Duffy; the award- winning
play The Crucible by Arthur Miller; the film The Hate U Give; a bundle of political cartoons by
Liza Donnelly; as well as speeches written and delivered by Michelle Obama. Just to name a
few).
As well, our students sat their only Paper exam (due to corona-rules): the so-called Paper 1.
This textual analysis of an unseen text took place on the very first day of the Dutch national
exams. Because of this conflict in scheduling, students needed to be in quarantine after
their Dutch exams. To help soften the blow and make sure the students were fully
functioning, dinner was supplied. Results will be known on the 5th of July. We are keeping
our fingers crossed.
Ms Haasnoot and I are very proud of our pupils and their dedication!
- Deb Stout, RLW IB Coordinator

Photos of the May 2022 Cohort eating dinner and right before the exam:

THE MUSICAL

